The generating functional of the non-equilibrium process is discussed and applied to the macroscopic system in order to derive the equation of motion of the macro variables. The detailed diagrammatical rule for evaluating the generating functional is given for the arbitrary initial distribution. The propagator which is independent of the initial condition is shown to contain only a single retarded propagator. For the case of macrovariables a compact expression for the generating functional is obtained. A simple example is also discussed. § 1. Introduction
The generating functionaF) of the non-equilibrium quantum statistical dynamics, which attracts much interest recently, is certainly a fundamental object for the study of the general time dependent phenomena of the macroscopic quantum system. It is called the double path formalism and there are two types of the generating func- 
OXiCt) -Ii(t) , (i=I,2)
(1 '5) (1 ' 6) which comes from the definitions (1'1) and (1·2). The artificial source term Ii has to vanish to get the correct Hamiltonian H, which leads to the required equation for xCt),
O.
(1'7)
The solution to (1'7) satisfies X 1Ct)=X2Ct)=XCt) because of the symmetry under 1 <->2. 
ox1Ct) Xt{t)=X2(t)=X(t) •
(1' 8)
This has a form similar to the equation of motion for the co-ordinate variable q in the classical analytical dynamics which is obtained by the stationary condition on the action
functional S[q]; oS[q]/oq(t)=O. Because of this analogy, r is called the effective action. Note that the equation of motion itself depends on the initial state
po.
In the above formulas, X can be the expectation value of any operator 6, microscopic or macroscopic. The purpose of this paper is however to apply the above formalism to the case where 6 is a macrovariable denoted by X. Recall here that the quantity which is observed in any experiment is the macrovariable. To detect the microvariable we need amplifying mechanisms which map the microscopic variable to the macrovariable. The precise definition of the macrovariable is given in § 2.A. We concentrate on the problem of how to obtain the equation of motion (1·8) once the Hamiltonian of the system is given as H=Ho+ V where Ho is the free part and V is the interacting part. It is obtained in the form of the perturbation in V. The diagrammatical Feynman rule is derived for W[h 12] choosing, as an example, the center of mass coordinate as the macrovariable X. We believe that as long as the system develops under the Hamiltonian, this step is a crucial one.
We thereby obtain an important conclusion ( § 3 and Appendix B) which holds whether the operator 6 is microscopic or macroscopic. We take the Wigner representation Po (p, q) for the initial density matrix Po and the rule for fixed p and q is first considered. Then the Feynman rule can clearly be separated into two parts: the retarded propagator part and the part dependent on the initial conditions.
(I)
The essential formula expressing this result is contained in (3· 6) below. This greatly simplifies the calculational scheme and at the same time makes it explicit that
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the signal propagates toward the future in time -the causal character of the theory.
How to perform the average over Po(p, q) is then discussed.
Several important formal properties of r are also derived in the macroscopic limit. Aside from the expansion in terms of V, we have to average over the initial distribution Po. How to handle this averaging and how to see its effects on the equation of motion is also discussed. We will see that a simplification occurs for the macrovariables.
The results are summarized in a compact form shown in (2 ° 27) (or (3°26)) and in (2°30) below.
(II)
The derivation is first given by the formal stationary phase arguments in § 2 and then they are rederived in § 3 by the diagrammatical studies. Statements (I) and (II) above are our main observations in this paper.
The usual approach to the non-equilibrium phenomena is to introduce the white noise into the Langevin equation or to write down the master equation etc. We hope that our formalism can be a basis for the rigorous derivation of these phenomenological equations.
Macroscopic system can be, we usually say, treated classically. This statement is partly true but we used more precise explanation. Our precise form of the statement is that the macrovariable of the macroscopic system becomes classical in the sense that it loses the fluctuation. Consider the many particle system with N dynamical variables q= (ql, q2, ···qN) . We pick up the macrovariable defined by the average over the individual microvariable (see § 2.A). The center of mass coordinate X =2}/t~djk/N is an example. Let the Lagrangian of the system be L(q, q), (q=dq/dt) which is an extensive quantity of the order N and let us focus our attention on the following time evolution kernel for tJ:::;; t:::;; tF in the path integral representation,2)
where 5[q]=f dtL(q, q) is the action of the system and the path integral f[dq] implies the sum over the fluctuations of q in the time interVal tJ< t< tF. At the boundary q is fixed as q( tJ) = q, q(tF) = q'. In the classical limit ft -'> 0, all the variables lose the fluctuation since l/ft multiplies the whole action and each qk obeys the deterministic Eular-Lagrange equation,
The macroscopic limit N -'> (X) looks similar but has a crucial difference. We first rewrite 5 [q] in terms of the macrovariable X and the remaining microscopic variable q', relative co-ordinates for example. 5 [q] has in general the form (loll) where 5(l) [X] has always the factor N in front since 5[q] is of the extensive character. 5(2) and 5(3) involve the sum ~k over the microvariable q'. Equation (loll) is inserted into (1° 9) and we change the variable q -'> X, q' with the Jacobian detM =expTrlnM, M=o(q)/o(X, q'). Since Tr involves ~k, detM is the exponential of the quantity of the order N. Now we see clearly that only X loses fluctuation and becomes a deterministic variable (whose value depends on n) while q' remains fluctuating. The macrovariable becomes a classical number which specifies the Hilbert space spanned by the microvariables. Microvariables are still operators. We note here that the integration over q' affects the stationary value of X; equation of motion of X is dependent on the interaction between X and q'.
The classical limit of W, r or (1· 8) has been discussed in Ref. 3) . Here in this paper the macroscopic limit is discussed 4 ) by choosing X as the expectation value of the macrovariable X. But in the macroscopic limit X has no fluctuation so that it is not the expectation value but X is actually the deterministic value of X itself.
In § 2.A the definition of the macrovariable of the macroscopic system is given and then in § 2.B ~ E, a compact expression of the generating functional is obtained by the method of the stationary phase. The equation of the macrovariable is then obtained. The diagrammatical rule of calculating W is discussed in § 3 by expanding in terms of the interaction part V.
We will find that it is natural to adopt the Wigner representation for Po. As the simplest example we first choose as the macrovariable the center of mass coordinate in § 3.B and then the case is discussed where the macrovariable is quadratic in the microvariable. Section 4 is devoted to the applic.ation. We take a system of harmonic oscillators as the heat bath and suppose that the macrovariable is coupled linearly to the bath. The unharmonicity is then introduced and we show how such a non-linear effect can be calculated systematically using our diagrammatical method. Appendices A ~ F contain some of the details of the calculations.
We emphasize here that the main concern of the present paper is to provide the formalism applicable to the Hamiltonian system. The detailed study of the solution of the obtained equation and the application to the realistic system are contained in the forthcoming paper. § 2. General theory of the equation of motion of the macro variable
We are going to extend the generating functional W[h lz] of the one dimensional system of § 1 to that of the many particle system W[jI, lz]' After that, we introduce the redefined generating functional WN[r-) IN, r+) ] by rescaling appropriately the unphysical source r-) in order to get the finite well-defined generating functional of the macrovariable WMC[r-)']<+)] not only for n->O but also for N->oo. Before discussing these subjects, we first present the definition of the macrovariable.
A. Definition of the macrovariable
Consider the many-particle system with the co-ordinates q=(qI, qz, ... , qN).
Macrovariable X
The definition involves the average over the macroscopic size of q. The most general expression is given by using the general form of the extensive quantity Q,
where the summation over k extends from 1 to N. The co-efficient Qk~~2···kn should satisfy the condition that when summed over kl' kz, ... , kn from 1 to N, then it is of the order N,
kl.···.kn=l
The most convenient test to judge whether a given function j(q) is an extensive quantity or not is to put qk= C (constant which is independent of k) and see how j(q) behaves for large N. The macrovariable is the extensive quantity divided by N.
Since the Hamiltonian or the Lagrangian itself should have an extensive character, it is of the form (2·2). Although we work in this paper with many particle system having the definite number of particles, our theory can readily be applied to the field theory described by the field variable ¢(x) with the replacement qk --> ¢(x) and ~i;'=l --> f vd 3 x where V is the large volume of the system. The limit N --> 00 corresponds to V --> 00, The second quantized field theory is in fact more suitable for discussing the macroscopic limit. For the thermodynamic limit V --> 00 to exist, it is known that the interaction potential V(¢) should be of the short range type and has the correct extensive character. If V( rfJ) is written as (2·4) then v(n) should vanish sufficiently fast as the distance of any of the pair goes to infinity IXi-Xjl-->oo. V(rfJ) has to be extensive so that
which corresponds to (2·3). If the above two conditions are satisfied, any timedependent correlation function <¢(Xl)···¢(xn»=G(n)(Xl, ... , Xn), where x=(x, t) is a finite quantity and For many particle system we assume the equivalent to (2·5) so that
This property is frequently used in the following. The macrovariable in the field theoretical case is given as follows. It is defined by the extensive quantity of the form (2·4) divided by V. It is 0(1) in the above sense.
In the above formula, the range over which the average is taken is N or V, the whole extent of the system. But in a realistic application, we need the macrovariable averaged over the macroscopic size n or v which is not the whole system. If we write n = aN or v = a V, this can be done by taking the limit N -> 00 or V -> 00 while keeping a fixed to be 0< a< 1. Although this is a more relevant case, we take N or Vas the average size since it is simpler and the extension to the above case is straightforward.
B. Definition of WMC[P-), P+)]
Our system is supposed to interact through the potential V(q). The Hamiltonian of our system is written as 
where K'/; is the time evolution operator in the presence of the time dependent source
We work in the time interval Our generating functional WMC[P-l , p+l] in the macroscopic limit is defined as (2·14)
JI(t)= P+)(t)+ ~ P-)(t) , lz(t)= P+)(t)-~ P-)(t) .
The existence of this limit will be seen below.
Note that the factor tt/N appears at the position of the factor Pt in Ref. 3 ). The correctness of this factor will be seen in the following and it comes from the fact that Pt ---> 0 and N ---> co bring a similar effect.
C. Path integral representation of WMC[P-l, p+ l ]
We can write WMC[]H, p+ l ] in the path integral representation as follows,
Here * denotes the complex conjugation. S[~] is the action of the'system given by (2 ·18) where 
Here we have introduced, using Q(q) of (2·2),
The path integral fB[dN~ldN~2] is performed for tI~t~tF with the condition: ~1(tF) = ~2(tF). The following notation has also been introduced, where in the last path integral, ¢/t=tl ) and ¢/t=tF)(j=l, 2) are fixed and are equal to the value ¢/h) and ¢/tF) respectively. We have put ¢/ =¢/tl) (j=l, 2)in PON(¢/, ¢l).
The first derivative of WMC[j(-), p+l] with respect to P-l(t) gives, after setting
P-l =r+l=o, oWMC[r-l,r+ l ] I -lim /lQ(ij(t))\ or l(t)· JH=J<+>=O -N-oo \N /p,N =lim(XN(t)poN=X(t) . N-oo (2·22)
D. Equation of motion of the macrovariable
The most prominent feature of the macrovariable X is that by taking the large N limit, X N loses the fluctuation (see Appendix A for details). In this sense X becomes a deterministic variable, which is expressed by the well-known formula,
We have introduced here the notation
If Eq. (2·23) is accepted, higher derivatives of W MC with respect to rl vanish so that we can show that W MC takes a very simple form (2·27) below in the largeN limit. In fact by taking the following conditions into consideration,
we easily obtain WMC[r-l,r+ l ] through the expansion by r-lU) as
where X(t, r+ l , Po) is the value of the macrovariable XU) in the presence of r+l. Equation (2·27) is one of the main results of this paper. The corresponding expression for the classical limit has been obtained in Ref.
3). The above corresponds to the statement (II) of the Introduction. The same expression will be rederived in § 3 by using the diagrammatic expansion.
The time development of the expectation value of arbitrary physical observable is determined by the stationary condition of the "effective action" T[X<-l, X<+l] which is obtained through the Legendre transfonnation of the generating functional W[r->, r+l). In the case of the macrovariable X, we first note the following relations,
where
is the retarded Green's function 3 ) of the macrovariable in the presence of P+). (X(+) or X(-) is related to Xl, Xz of (1·2) by X(+)=(X I +Xz)/2, nX(-)=XI-XZ.)
The
effective action rMC[XH, X(+)] is obtained by carrying out the Legendre transformation, (2·30) Here p+) is expressed in terms of X(+) by inverting the relation (2·28). Note the dual character of (2·27) and (2·30). Now the equation of motion of X(t) is given as
where we have used the fact that P-)=O corresponds to X(-)=O by (2·29). Equation (2'31) corresponds to (1·8) written in terms of the variables X(±). In § 3 and Appendix C, we discuss how to calculate WMC[P-), P+)] diagrammatically by expanding in powers of the interaction V. This gives the perturbative
expansion of X(+)=X(t, P+), Po). The graphical expansion of P+)= P+)(t, X(+), Po)
, and hence that of rMC is readily obtained by inverting (2·28) perturbatively.
E. Stationary phase
We will show in this section that WMC[P-), P+)] can be expressed in the form in which the stationary phase is explicitly seen and from which (2·27) can be rederived. Therefore j(N is understood to become a fluctuationless variable in the limit N ->eX). For this purpose the following numerical constant is inserted into (2 '16),
f[dX(+)][tE~.tF]a(NX(+)(t)-Q(+)((/JI(t), qSz(t)))] X ji[dXH] [ II (NX(-)(t)_lQH(qSl(t), qSz(t)))] tE[tl.tF] n x exp [ -i [tF dtpH(t){NX(+l(t) -Q(+l( rpl(t), rp2(t))}] xexp [ -i [tF dtP(+l(t){NXH(t)-~ Q(-l(rpl(t), rp2(tm].
Then WMC[r-l , r+l] is expressed as follows,
tF dt{P(+l(t) + r+l(t)} QH( rpl(t), rp2(t)) +i[tF dtPH(t)Q(+l(rpl(t), rp2(t))].
(2-34)
When we carry out the functional integral f[dP (+l] [dpH] in , the path which gives the most dominant contribution in the limit N ---> ex) corresponds to the stationary phase. Thus pC-let) or P(+l(t) satisfies the following stationary conditions,
We solve as
(2-36) (2 -37) Then the result of the integration f[dP (+l] [dpH] in is just the Legendre transformation; by defining the auxiliary effective action through where pH or P(+l is expressed in terms of X(-l or X(+l by (2- where rMC is given in . It is easy to see that rMCJ<+'=O=r MC (remember that ]<+) here is independent of X<±) and is different from ]<+)(t, X<+), Po) of (2-30)). X(t) is determined from this equation using the initial c~mditions such as (2·47) depending on the nature of the operator X. It coincides, of course, with (2·28) when we set P+)=,O there. § 
Diagrammatical rule of WMC[JH, J(+)] in Wigner representation

A. General expression of WMC[JH, P+)]
The formal properties obtained in the previous chapter are studied here using the explicit diagram expansion. For this purpose we are going to study the diagrammatical rule of
By multiplying the unity (3·2) at the end of the right-hand side of (2 ·16), we get the following expression of 
where qo(t, Pk, qk) is the classical solution of the coordinate of the k-th harmonic oscillator with the initial position (qk, Pk) in the phase space and is written explicitly as
In (3·6) Llk(t, s) is the retarded Green's function which serves as the propagator in the perturbative expansion, and is given by using the step function a(t -s) as
Note that we have only one type of the propagator, i.e., the retarded Green's function. This is a great advantage of our method and is a consequence of using the variables P-) or P+) and the Wigner representation (3'4) . This implies that the signal of the disturbance caused by the interaction potential V(q) propagates toward the future with respect to the interaction point. We emphasize here that in the conventional schemeS) of the double path formula various types of the propagators appear: three independent propagators among Ll F , .
;IF, Ll(+) or Ll(-). The reason why
only Llk(t, s) appears is that we have separated qo(t, Pk, qk) which is affected by the initial distribution. This proves the statement (I) given in the Introduction.
Let us multiply again the unity to the right-hand side of (3·3) where j(
where we have used
The diagrammatical rule of evaluating WMC[P-)']<+)] is readily obtained by (3·11) once the operator Q is fixed. We are interested in the way how the equation of motion of the expectation value of the macrovariable depends on the specific parameters which characterize the initial state PON such as temperature for example. So that we are going to perform average over PON which can be done independently of the interaction potential V(q). For this purpose we concentrate on the qo(t) term in (3·11) since all the Po N dependences are contained in qo(t).
Let us define WNO [J] as the generating functional which generates the correlation functions of the classical solution of the harmonic oscillators qo(t, Pk, qk), This is usually called the characteristic function. The furiction Ci~?"kn(tl,··· tn) is introduced to denote the correlation functions of the qo's,
We now expand WNO[J] with respect to J by using c<n) in the following form, by the correlation function c(n),s in the graphical terminology. By applying this formula to the first term of (3 ·11), it becomes symbolically (3·20)
Therefore we can replace qo(t) by q(t) and <···)p,N by exp~~=dc<n)·(8/6'q)nlq=o. The detailed diagrammatical rule based on (3·11) is given in Appendix C. There are several interesting features specific to our theory but the essential points are as follows.
The factor exp{~f.=lJJ(8/6'¢k(+»)i1k(n/i)(8/8¢k(-»)} applied to where the free part is included in the sum and Here G~~;tl) is the sum of the connected graphs having n-external lines. G~~;tl) in (3·22) contains only one r-) external line because r-) is always accompanied by (l/N) so that the contribution of those graphs which contain more than two r-)'s goes to zero in the limit N -'>(:0. The graphs which has no r-) does not survive by the graphical rule: odd rule presented in Appendix C. The contraction produced by the average over PON expressed in (3·20) between the graphs with one r-)and the graphs with no r-) seems to produce the connected graphs with one r-) (when they are contracted by the operation e"i:.¥I~lfC<nJ(818q)n). These graphs do not however survive owing again to the odd rule of WMC[r-), r+)] (see Appendix C).
By using the above fact that in the limit N ->00 the graphs with more than two lines of r-) do not contribute, the contraction implied by e"i:.f Clnl (818Q)nl q =o is enough to be performed within the connected graphs G~~;tl)[J(+), Q, A](t) in (3·21). This means that e"i:.
n fC<nJ(818 Q )n operates on the exponent of (3·21). Since this is a remarkable fact specific to the macrovariables, it is explained in the explicit form. By using the formula (3'19), we can write
where we have recovered the original notation < ... .
B. Macrovariable linear in q --center of mass
Up to now the macrovariable X was arbitrary. But it is preferable to choose a specific form of X to proceed further. We take the simplest macrovariable which is the center of mass. An extension will be discussed in the next subsection. For a truely isolated system, where the potential is a function of qi-qj, the center of mass co-ordinate can be separated and shows a trivial behavior. We are considering the system under the external potential including the force at the boundary of the system; these can be discussed by the general form of V(q) given in (3'1).
The center of mass type is expressed by using the coefficient C=(Cl, C2, "', CN) as X=limN-=Qc(q)!N where The purpose of this subsection is to derive the diagrammatical rule of WMC[P->' P+)] in this case.
We substitute Qc for Q in (3 ·11). By using the relations j
Qc(rh)-QC(rp2)=C· rp<-) ,
the source term in (3 ·11) is written as
fF dt P-;Jt) c· rp(+)(t) +~ ItF dtP+)(t)c· rp(-)(t)} . (3·32) This term displaces the factors (l/i)(%rp(+)(t)), (n/i)(%rp(-)(s)) in the exponential of (3·11) into c(J(t)(-)/N)+(l/i)(O!orp(+)(t)) and cP+)(s) + (n/i)(%rp(-)(s)), respectively.
Therefore WMC[P-), P+)] in the case of the center of mass type is obtained as, with the notation of (3·7),
C
N i orp(+)(t) x{ qo(t)+ ItF ds..d(t, s){ cP+)(s) + ~ orp<\s) }}]\,N xex p [ -~ltF dt{V(rpI(t))-V(rp2(t))}]lp,=p,=o
=#E2; (exp [ i ItF dt cP-;Jt) {qo(t) + ItF ds..d{t, s)cP+)(s)} 'l t F ltF P-)(t) n o ] +z t/ dt t/ dsc N ..d(t, S)z orp( )(s) x exp{ltF dt [tF ds orp(f)(t) ..d(t, s) ~ orp( \s) } xexp[ltF dt orp(f)(t) {qo(t)+ ItF ds..d(t, s)cP+)(s)} ])p,N xex p [ -~ l/tF dt{ V(rpI(t))-V(rp2(t))}]lp,=p,=o' (3·33) (3·34)
The detailed diagrammatical rule based on (3·34) is given in Appendix C(a).
The operation (O/O¢k<+») or (O/O¢k(-») in (3·34) replaces the external factor ¢k(+>'¢;k<-)
by qok+jJkcJ(+) or by CkP-)jJk respectively. So the result is expressed as 
N ltF ltF J(-)(t) eiWMC(](-)'](+)J=lim exp i~ ~ dt ds ckLlk(t-s)
Moreover, as has been stated just before (3·23), since the intercorrelation of the connected graphs becomes negligible in the limit N -HXJ, we finally get
WMC[P+), P+)] = ItF dtP-)(t){ «Ckqok(t» PoN)N=oo+ ItF ds<ckLlk(t -S)Ck)N=OOP+)(s)} + 1,t F dtP-)(t) H:r21 ~o ItF dsc..d(t-s)GJ6'n+ I )[).](s)·<[qo+..dcP+)]n)p,N,
where we have separated the free part explicitly and GJ6h+ I )[).](s) is due to the interaction. Equation (3·37) is one of the main results of the present paper. By (3·37), we can see the specific feature of this case that the source cP+) is not inside the connected graphs G con (n+l)[cp+),).] but it turns into the external lines in the combination qo+..d·cP+).
C. Macrovariable quadratic in q
The macrovariable X of the second order in q is written as X =limN-oo(l/N) Qd(q) where (3·38) and d=(dkl) ( k, 1=1, -", N) is the symmetric coefficient. The reason why we study the quadratic case is that the quadratic macrovariable includes most of the physically important cases, the number density for example. Our problem is shown to be reduced to the evaluation of the modified propagator (3·42) below.
We put Qd for Q in (3·11). By using the identities
~ {Qd("I)+Qd("2)}=,,(+)d,,(+L
the source term in (3 ·11) is written as 
Fig. L LI[dJ(+>]U, s) in (3·42). x exp { ~ ItF dtP+>(t)q,(-)(t)dq,(-)(t)} .
(3-41)
However the graph coming from the term (](-)(t)/N)(q,(-)(t)/2)-d-(q,(-)(t)/2)(~ in the notation of Appendix C(b)) in (3-41) necessarily contains more than two (P-)(t)/N). This is because in order to complete the graph we need at least one more (P-) /N) at the left end: even rule in Appendix C(b). So that we need not deal with those graphs in the limit N --> 00. Before we substitute (3 -41) into (3 -11), let us define
This is the propagator with the correction due to the physical vertex dP+), which is represented in Fig. 1 . Since the physical vertex dP+) is absorbed in the propagator ~[dP+)], we obtain the follwing simple expression, 
eiWMC[j(-),j)+)] = H~ (exp[ItF dt ItF ds oq,(~(t) ~[dP+)](t, s){ qo(s) + ~ oq,( ~(s) } ] x exp[ i ItF dt Pili) {qo(t) + q,(+)(t)}d{qo(t) + q,(+)(t)} )}pos xex p [ -~ItF dt{V(q,l(t))-V(q,2(t))}JI~)=~,=o
=exp[i ItF dtP-)(t){Xo(t, P+l, Po)+ XntCt, P+), po)}], (3-44) where Xo(t,J(+), Po) is the free part of X(t,J(+), Po) and Xnt(t,J(+), Po
) is the part due to the interaction. Recall that the average C·>ii,s affects only the connected graphs and it operates inside the exponential like . It is stressed here that (3-43) can always be written in the form (3-44). So we can straightforwardly obtain Xo(t,J(+), Po) and Xnt (t, P+), Po) as has been done in the previous subsections 3.A and 3.B.
However we present another expression of (3-43) in order to see the explicit form of the free part Xo (t, P+), Po),
s)+lo(t-s)}qo(S)
In this form the free part is explicitly separated and is given by .
l[IF [IF Xo(t, p+), po)=lim N ds ds'{L1[dpt)](t, s)
N-oo tJ t/ + lo(t -s)}<qo(s)dqo(s'» po',{L1[dP+)](t, s') + lo(t -s')}. (3·47)
We can write graphically the result for Xo(t, P+), Po) and Xnt (t, p+), Po) by using G2~:I)[L1[dP+)],;'] and the notation of (3'36). Although (3·46) seems to be complicated, its evaluation is done by a straightforward diagrammatical expansion using
L1[dJ(+)]. § 4. Examples of the equation of motion of the macrovariable
We consider the model action SeX, </I) written as
S[X, </I]=S[X] +S[</I] +Sint[X, </I],
(4 '1) They dealt with X as the quantum fluctuating variable but in our case X loses its fluctuation as N ---+CD because we put N in front of the action of (4·2). They showed that in this type of the model X obeys the damping equation in the classical limit if the distribution J(w) of the frequencies of the bath is chosen appropriately. Using our technique developed so far, we will show that X obeys the same damping equation as proposed in Ref. 6 ) in the limit N --->=, if J(w) is chosen in the same way.
S[X]=N [IF dt{ ~ x(ty-~ Q2X(t)2-U(X(t)) }=NS[X] ,
By introducing the source p--->, p+), we define the generating functional of X as 
eiWNinf[XH,X<+>] = j[dN «fo1dN «fo2] PO N (<<fo/, «fol)eU/ h )(S[jI,J---S[s6,]} e(i/h)(Sint[X"s6,J---Sint[X2,s6,]) ,
)
As was done in § 1, we take the large N limit to deduce that
r]<+>[XH, X<+)]= S[X 1 ]-S[X 2 ] + W1nf[XH, X<+)}+ e F dtP+)(t)X'H(t). (4·9) )tl
Setting P+) =O 
dU(X) mX t +mQ X t + dX(t) l(t, X, Po),
where I is related to W MC by (4'l1b)
Our formalism can readily be extended to the case where the interaction between rp and X is non-linear in X. X<+l] which is given through replacing c by g in the first term of (3·37), (4'12) where (4 ·13) (4·14) Thus the equation of motion of the macrovariable X linearly interacting with the harmonic oscillator bath is obtained,
A. Linear interaction with the harmonic oscillator bath
When V(q)=O and F(rp)=g· rp, the generating functional Winf[XH, X<+l] in (4'7) becomes WoMC[XH,
mX(t)+mQ
X(t)+ ~~\~] P+l(t)+qo(t, Po, Qo)+ itF dsLlMC(t, s)X(s). (4·15)
There are two different kinds of effects due to the interaction with the bath. If we employ the same J(w), Ll MC is given as
LlMC(t, s)=8(t-s) 1= dwJ(w)sinw(t-s).
(4 '17)
If we further choose 
dU(X) mX(t)+mQ X(t)+7jX(t)+ dX(t) j<+l(t)+qo(t, Po, Qo). (4'19) B. Effect of the unharmonicity of the bath
Let us consider the system (4'1) with the perturbation V(¢)=~Z=ltl¢k4 in (4·3). The equation of motion of X is still given by (4'l1a,b) but we have to calculate WMC[X<-l, X<+l] for non-zero tl. We performed the perturbative expansion of WMC [XH, X<+l] up to the first order in tl by using (3'37). This perturbation turns out to produce the frequency modulation term and the non-linear memory terms. The result, after some straightforward calculation, is given as There are two subjects that should be pointed out there.
(i) The macroscopic limit N -> (X) has been considered in this paper. For any realistic system, N is finite although it is very large. Therefore, strictly speaking the macrovariable X (center of mass for example) is not determined by the stationary conditions on WN[P-), P+)] but it fluctuates with the mean square of the order 1/ /N.
If N is finite, it is a well-defined operator in the Hilbert space and the canonical conjugate total momentum oporator P is also well-defined satisfying [P, X]=n/i. In the limit N -> 00, X becomes a c-number, losing its fluctuating character and P tends . to infinity whose limit does not lie inside the Hilbert space so that the operators X and P can be discarded in this limit and we use as a dynamical variable the c-number variable X, the deterministic value of X. Although the limit of the commutator [P, X] is indeed n/i, it has no particular meaning since P and X are not separately definable as operators in any Hilbert space when N =00. The situation is somewhat intricate. However, in the usual case we can regard our equation of motion of the macrovariable as a deterministic one since the deviation from that due to fluctuation is undetectably small.
(ii) The form of the initial distribution Po was not specified explicitly in the general discussion. This is because we are interested in how to obtain the equation of motion itself, not the solution. To get the solution we have to integrate the equation which requires l the boundary conditions at t = t1 such as (2·47). Since po is essentially arbitrary, we have to make calculations for each Po, which is given by the initial setup. of the experiment. However, for any Po, the number of initial conditions required for integrating the equation of motion is always prepared. The reason is that once po is given the expectation value of any operator is fixed at any later time.
In the usual case Po of the macrosystem is of the form po=e F where F is an extensive quantity of the order N or V plus non-leading terms in the macroscopic limit. Now, as has been stated in § 2, the precise form of the equation of motion of the macrovariable depends on the initial state Po and it involves the average over Po(p, q) . Ifisa But this average is not in fact necessary if Po has a sharp peak at some value Xo of X. This is usually the case since the macrovariable can be specified quite accurately. In this case the above defined function F has the form -N(X -Xo)2+finite part. The finite part contains the microscopic variable but the microscopic details of Po do not influence the motion of X. Only the macroscopic difference of Po affects X.
In our discussion, the existence of a single stationary phase is assumed. This is the case when the initial density matrix Po represents a single macroscopic state. If, on the other hand, po is of the form PI + P2 where PI and P2 correspond to different macroscopic situations then the two distinct stationary phases appear which have to be summed up. If po is continuously distributed, the sum is replaced by the integral. The discussion on the cases where various types of Po are chosen will be given in a future work. By using the correlation functional CN(n) [p+) ] in the presence of P+) defined as 
Appendix A --Difference between WMC[P-), P+)] and W[P-), P+)]--
We consider in this Appendix the difference between WMC[P-), P+)] defined in (2·14) and W[P-),J(+)] defined as
W[P-), P+)]=~~1WN[P-), P+)] ,C (n)[J(+)](t -t)-1 O'nWN[p-), P+)] I N I, "', n = i n -I O'P )(tI)···O'J(-)(tn) J'-)=o'(A·4)
WMC[P-), P+)]
00 ltF ltF 
Appendix B --WN°[jl, j2] of the Harmonic Oscillators--
We will show WN° [jl, j2] is expressed in the form of (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . By using the time evolution operator KN Oh(i=l, 2) of the harmonic oscillators in the presence of the time dependent sources j;(t)(i=I, 2) coupled to q, WNO is written as where < > po" or qo(t, Pk, qk) is defined in (3' 5) or (3. 8) respectively. We now prove (B'4) by dropping the index k for simplicity. Before calculation, let us define various quantities as follows,
The function G(t, s) is the propagator of the finite time interval which is symmetric under the exchange of t and s. The explicit form of the evolution kernel of the harmonic oscillator KOji is well known Z ) and is written by using the above notations:
(B'14)
(B'15)
These are inserted into the left-hand side of (B·4) and the relation qdl-qZjz=q(+)jH 
(B·21)
xexp{~[tF dtp-)(t)cOSW(t-t1)+ ~[tF dt [tF ds P-)(t)L1(t-s)P+)(s)}.
(B'22) Equation (B'4) is proved through recovering the index k in (B·22).
Appendix C --Diagrammaticalrule of WMC[j(-), P+)]--
The case where the macrovariable is the center of mass is first discussed in (a) as a simple example. The general case is studied later in (b). (a) Center of mass case We present here the diagrammatical rule of the connected graphs appearing in vertex mXn -Aklmn 
-------0 t tI 
There are three important rules 0), (ii), (iii) specific to our case. The above graphical rules have been obtained by using them. In ( 
0) L]k rule
The propagator is obtained through the operation of ' 2:.Z' =1 n;-dt n;-ds
s)(ft/i)(O/O<PkH(S)) applied to the factor -(ijn)n;-dt{ V(,pl(t)) -V( ,p2(t))
} in the exponential. Here we consider the vertices a and b whose time is ta and tb (see Fig. 6 ).
Since L]k(t -s) has the retarded character, the operation to the vertex b is done by /a¢l(t b ))+(aja¢z(t b ) ). Thus the factor 1/2 in (C·2) is cancelled. The change of the sign of the sign of the vertex a under Vi ...... V2 is absorbed by the next propagator starting from the vertex a since it then comes from ajO¢k(-)(ta ). As the results of these facts, Llk can be assigned to all the internal lines.
(ii) odd rule
We consider the graph having the vertex from which two propagators flow out toward the future time direction (Fig. 7) . Let us show the replacement of Vi by V2 in this vertex causes the change of sign so that the contribution of the graph is zero. Observe that
The contraction of the remaining vertices av/a¢/a¢1 1 and oV/O¢l¢ZI with the vertices which stay to the right does not change the sign because of the symmetric operation aja¢(+). Therefore they cancel each other. By generalizing the result the graph containing the vertex from which even number (including zero) of the propagators flow out does not contribute. On the other hand if odd number of the propagators is always starting from every vertex, these graphs have to be included.
A remarkable consequence of the odd rule is that before the average over PON, only the graphs with even number of loops and hence the even powers of n are allowed.
external line --------0 p+l and P-l are called vertices since they refers to more than two lines. The physical vertex such as -Akl---kn or Qkl---kJ(+l(t) obeys the odd rule explained in (ii) so that odd number of the propagators are flowing out from these vertices.
(iv) even rule
On the other hand the unphysical vertex such as Qkl---kJ(-)(t) obeys the even rule.
In order to see this rule let us look at (2·19) where we see that Pl couples to Ql + Qz whereas p+ l to QI-QZ (where we use the notation Ql=Q(r}l), Qz=Q(r}z)). The change of the sign in Qz changes the odd rule for the physical vertex p+ l ( Ql -Qz) or Vi -Vi into the even rule. Therefore it is concluded that the even number of the propagators (including zero) are always flowing out from the vertices Qkl"-kJ (-l(t) . We note here that Qkl---kJ(-l(t) is the only vertex which can stop the graph at the left end (the largest time). WMC[P-l , p+ l ] has only one P-l(t) which is placed at the left end of its graph. Therefore the vertex Qkl---kJ (-l(t) in WMC[P-l, p+ l ] has no propagator flowing out of its vertex. As an example let us consider the macrovariable which is third order in q, then the typical allowed case is shown in Fig. 9 .
Appendix D
--Formula of the average over PON in (3·19)--There are various ways to prove (3·19) but we proceed as follows;. 
dU(X) mX(t)+mQ 2 X(t)+r;X(t)+ dX(t) !'+)(t)+qo(t, Po, Qo).
(4·19) We show that the first term in (4·21) gives the correction in the first order of it to the frequency of the propagator L]k(t -s)= e(t -s)(sinwk(t -s)/mkwk), by summing up the higher corrections which are graphically expressed as shown in Fig. 10 The total modulation due to these correction terms is (F·6) Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/86/3/617/1865838 by guest on 16 December 2018 high temperature limit low temperature limit.
Our approach coincides with the usual mean field approximation, This causes the frequency modulation as This is nothing but the result of (F· 5).
